Co-Packing Guide
How to plan your custom co-packing project with us!
1. Determine what kind of raw ingredient you need packaged. We are currently equipped with 10
vertical form fill seal machines that accommodate various types of ingredients. You can send us the
raw ingredients directly, or we can help you source them!
o Granules (Peppercorns, Panko, Coriander Seeds, etc.)
o Powders (Flour, Chili Powder, Ground Cumin, etc.)
Low Minimums &

Quick Turnaround

2. Identify the weight each package needs to be, and let us
We can accommodate runs as
know how many units you need. We’ll calculate this
low as 500 units, with as little as
information to plan a production schedule.
a 3-day lead time.
o Our machines run all ingredients with accuracy within .1
grams.
o Household measurements vary in weight by raw ingredient. We conduct 10 independent weight
tests on each item to ensure accuracy.
3. Pick your film type. We stock a variety of film sizes and colors for you to choose from. Our current
stock film is a 2 mil bi-layer laminated film composed of BOPP and CPP, available in:
o Clear/Transparent
o Your own pre-printed film (must be a laminated 2+ layer film)
o Tan
o We can help you design & source your own custom film design
4. Decide if you need printing. Our machines are equipped with printers that can print anything from
lot codes to full images including logos and barcodes, or a combination of both. Black ink only.
o Lot code
o Text, including product name, measurement, etc.
o Images including logos, barcodes, etc.
o 2” wide x 1” tall print area
5. Pick your bag style and size:
Pillow Bag
Final Bag Widths: 2.5”, 3.25” and 3.75”
Final Bag Height: 1.5” to 7.8”
Fill Range: .1oz to 6.8 oz (3g – 200g)
2 TBSP to 1 cup

3-Sided Sachet Bag
Final Bag Widths: 1.75”, 2.5” and 3.25”
Final Bag Height: 1.5” to 5.25”
Fill Range: .03 oz to .2 oz (.8g – 6g)
¼ tsp to 2 Tablespoons

Answers we’ll have for you:
ü A price quote. Once we have the details of your project lined out, we can give you the cost per unit.
ü The case pack. We have stock boxes and we maximize the units per case for efficient shipping.
ü The lead time. Since each project is unique, we will let you know how long it will take us to
complete.
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